
Transformational Initiatives: 
WWF’S Lessons Learned



• YAOUNDE SUMMIT for West-Central 
African forest conservation

• ARPA to save the Amazon
• NORTHERN ANDES EAP for a 

Neotropical montane ecoregion
• MESO-AMERICAN REEF programme 

in the Caribbean
• HEART OF BORNEO



THE FIRST LESSON

Plunge in without letting the details 
delay you!



A global precedent: The YaoundA global precedent: The Yaoundéé Summit March 1999Summit March 1999

• Heads of State meeting hosted by President of 
Cameroon, co-chaired by The Duke of Edinburgh

- create trans-border protected areas covering  28,000 sq km in 
the Congo Basin

• The Yaoundé Declaration: an agreement of 5 governments to:



Lessons: 
WWF convinced the President of 
Cameroon of the need for a summit 
before the content of the meeting was 
worked out.
This created pressure to work out a 
“Yaounde Declaration” in time for the 
meeting.
The Result: Over the next 5 years a 
joint Action Plan and then a Treaty



Lessons from the Amazon :
HAVE A BOLD TARGET: Protect 

10% of the Amazon

Get the target recognised by 
multiple agencies. This avoided any 
problems of it being just a “single 
organization target”



PUSH AT THE HIGHEST LEVELS:
WWF used access to high offices (the 

President of Brazil, the World Bank and 
the GEF) to lobby for ARPA.
Staff in these agencies received clear 
signals that “the boss wants the deal to 
be ready”. 



Further Lessons:

Form local NGO coalition early on
Have some contingency money 

available
Mapping is crucial: - geographical  and     

biological mapping



Heart of Borneo
Three Countries, One Conservation Vision
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GOAL:   

Tri-Government 
“Heart of Borneo”

Declaration             
by March 2006



One of only two places on the planet where 
rhinos, elephants and orangutans co-exist

What’s in it for the governments?



14 of 20 major rivers originate in the Heart of 
Borneo



Giving a platform
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The “Win / Win”



Meeting the President









*Some advice from Claude 
Martin, Ex-Director-General  
“there will always be a host 
of people who will tell you 
why your brave initiative 

won’t work”


